digital marketing
busines agency
Scale your business with a competitive strategy that delivers concrete
results for all stages of the marketing funnel, at an aﬀordable price.

You want to expand your business
and your results?
Brand Design
We create the visual identity
of your brand reﬂecting the
values of the company.

Social Media
Marketing
We create strategic content
for the social networks of
your business.
/ We create strategic content to be
published on the social networks of
your business to help you achieve
the company objectives set in an
organic way.

Web &
Ecommerce
Development
We create showcase
and E-Commerce sites
tailored to your needs.

Digital
Marketing
Strategy

Copywriting

We design multichannel
digital marketing strategies
to eﬀectively reach your
potential customers.

We write texts for all digital channels according to
the rules of professional
copywriting.

One to One
Consultancy
We oﬀer personalized
individual consultations
to investigate in detail
any doubts about Digital
Marketing.

Email & SMS
Marketing
We integrate direct
marketing into your
sales strategy with
email and SMS.

Audience
Analytics
We thoroughly study
your target audience
with advanced data
analytics tools.

Advertising
We grow your business with
paid advertising campaigns
on Facebook and Instagram.

We are a real

Digital Marketing agency
At Target Adv, we help local businesses, businesses and other marketing agencies grow
with digital tools. We put the know-how of the whole team at the complete disposal of
our customers to oﬀer excellent, fast and eﬀective services, but at an economical price.
We believe in digital, we think digital and we work with digital.
We know that an optimized online presence, today, is a right and a duty of all ambitious
businesses that want to position themselves in a winning way on the market. But we are
also aware that it is not an easy challenge to be able to create a digital ecosystem that is
so perfect that it always brings sales and customers.

Target Adv was created for this: to encourage digitalization.
We want every entrepreneur to be able to sell their products or services with a professional
ecommerce.
We want anyone to be able to show the whole world what they can do through the posts and
stories of their social pages, managed by communication experts.
We want to lighten the workload of all our web agency colleagues who are no longer able to
fully meet the expectations and requests of their customers.

our powerful team

Gabriele Possetto
Co-Founder & Team Manager

I founded Target Adv in 2019
together with Federico after
developing the skills as a social
media manager, digital marketer
and media buyer. Today I mainly
deal with coordinating the
agency team with respect to
customer requests.

Federico Terenzi
Co-Founder & CEO

I am the co-founder and CEO of
Target Adv. After graduating in
Economics and Commerce and
working as a buyer analyst, I
embarked on my entrepreneurial
path together with Gabriele.

Valentina Alberti
Copywriter

In recent years I have studied
Sociology, Marketing and Copywriting
trying to understand how words shape
the world. My mission is to use the art
of writing to sell products and services
online.

Jonathan Fernandes

kher jabagat

Ankush Pal

Web Developer

Graphic Designer

Video Editor

I have been a professional web
developer since 2010. During
these eleven years of experience,
I have learned all the secrets of
web design and today I am a true
expert in online graphics.

I'm the graph of Target Adv. I
take care of the visual identity
of clients' brands and content
creation. My strong point is
the high-impact graphics for
social media.

I have been a motion graphic artist
for more than seven years. My job
at Target Adv consists in creating
videos for advertisements and
posts to be published on social
networks, adapting them to the
visual identity of the brand.

our values
We at Target Adv always work following our values, essential to
oﬀer exceptional results to our customers

precision
We never leave anything to
chance. Great results are
achieved only with commitment,
dedication and attention to
every detail.

consistency
quality
Each member of our team follows
any project with extreme care.
We have one goal: to make our
customers enthusiastic and satisﬁed with the quality of the services we provide.

We prefer facts to words.
This is why we rely on data
analysis, metrics and reports
to demonstrate the
eﬀectiveness of our work.

services

services for every need
If you want to expand your business and improve performance, ﬁnd out how
we can help you, your business and, if you are an agency, your customers
with our Digital Marketing services:

brand design
We create the visual identity of
your brand reﬂecting the values
of the company.
We design all the visual elements
in a strategic way, such as colors,
design and logo to give the business a coordinated and easily
recognizable image.

Social Media
Marketing
We create strategic content for the social to
help you achieve the company objectives set in
an organic way.
After an initial analysis, we can manage the
pages of Facebook, Instagram, Pinterest,
Google My Business and LinkedIn by publishing
captivating content that can increase brand
awareness, interactions and sales.

Digital Marketing
Strategy
Web & Ecommerce
Development

We design multichannel digital marketing
strategies to eﬀectively reach your potential
customers.

We create showcase and E-Commerce
sites tailored to your needs.

We choose the digital tools that best suit your
business goals and use their potential to
create a perfect sales ecosystem.

We use the best development frameworks
and the best Opensource CMS, including
Shopify, Woocommerce and WordPress, to
deliver you a fast, user-friendly and beautifully designed website in no time.

Copywriting
We write texts for all digital channels according to the rules of professional copywriting.
Posts, ads, websites, product descriptions,
emails, and blogs are all sales opportunities.
Use them with our persuasive copy, exact
combinations of words that have the power
to increase online conversions.

Audience Analytics
We thoroughly study your target audience with
advanced data analytics tools.
We help you understand who your customers are
in order to communicate with them as eﬀectively as possible. Information such as age, gender
and interests are the basis for the success of a
marketing strategy.

Email & SMS
Marketing
One to One
Consultancy
We oﬀer personalized individual
consultations to investigate in detail
any doubts about Digital Marketing.
During counseling hours, we make
our knowledge available, draw up an
action plan and improve results
online.

We integrate direct marketing into
your sales strategy with email and
SMS.
We design workﬂows that allow you
to promote products and services
directly to existing customers,
through automated sequences of
email and SMS messages.

advertising
We grow your business with paid advertising campaigns on Facebook and Instagram.
After a careful analysis of the data, we design a sales
funnel, we obtain real targeted ads that capture the
attention of the target audience and we monitor the
results to guarantee an extraordinary ROI.

services packages
Do you want to know which packages of services we oﬀer to our
customers? Here you will ﬁnd the most requested, which can be
purchased both individually and in combo.

design pack
We take care of the design of your brand
in all respects. Our professional graphic
designers can design your new Brand
Pack which includes logos, business
cards, brochures and ﬂyers. They can also
customize all the elements to be posted
on social media, such as posts, icons and
banners.

social media pack
Facebook, Instagram, Pinterest, Google My Business
and LinkedIn will no longer be a problem, but growth
opportunities for your business. We can help you
manage your social networks by following an eﬀective
content marketing strategy. We give a neat appearance
to the pages by arranging icons, banners and covers; we
design a quarterly editorial plan; we create and publish
content; we manage your community by replying to
comments and private messages.

advertising pack
We at Target Adv specialize in
creating and managing paid
advertising campaigns on
Facebook and Instagram. With
our Advertising package, we
study tailor-made strategies
for the client to make him
reach his sales and / or brand
awareness objectives as
quickly as possible.

automation pack
Automations are our passion because
they allow you to focus on your core
business without distractions. We
create both welcome chatbots that
answer the most frequently asked
questions, and customized chatbots
based on customer requests. We also
structure workﬂows for email and SMS
marketing campaigns, two essential
automation tools.

Websites and Ecommerce pack
We deliver ready-to-use, functional and personalized websites and ecommerce. We rely on the
best Opensource CMS, including Shopify, Woocommerce and WordPress, to guarantee a fast
and quality service.

case study

Ginevra Cosmetici
Ginevra Cosmetici has created
a Pet line with natural products
for animal welfare. We at Target
Adv have intervened to make
known and sell the new anti-ﬂy
gel for horses, composed only
of essential oils.

In the ﬁrst phase of preparation, we
have partnered with a Facebook page
that deals with the theme of horses. In
doing so, we collected data on potential
customers for use in paid ads. After
that, we sent horse owners a free
sample of the gel and they recorded a
video testimonial for use in ads.

Moving on to the actual sales phase, we have implemented three digital tools:

Automation with Manychat
for converting users via
Messenger

Facebook Ads for all
stages of the funnel

QR code with discount

What results have we achieved?
After just 30 days, we stabilized the Facebook Ads ROAS at 3.4,
an incredible ﬁgure for a new niche product. But that is not all!
Two riding schools left their contact and a radio asked to get to
know the Ginevra Cosmetici company more thoroughly.

M Breeches
M Breeches is an Italian riding apparel startup, specialized in
making pants for amazons at an aﬀordable price compared to
the competition. We at Target Adv intervened in October 2020
when ecommerce converted with an average ROAS of 2

What strategy did we use on Facebook Ads to
improve performance?

1
2

We immediately optimized creatives
and ad copy.

In the month of Black Friday, on the
one hand we brought the public that
had "cooled down" closer to the
brand, on the other we created an
oﬀer with a free gadget and free
shipping.

3
4

During the Christmas period, the
CPM increased due to the high
competitiveness on Facebook
Ads, but we still managed to sell
out some products.

In January we made an ecommerce
restyling to optimize the conversion
rate (CRO) and include the possibility
of pre-ordering both spring and out of
stock products.

Results
The ROAS of 2 ecommerce has more than tripled, reaching peaks of
7.5 during the Black Friday period. As a result, sales have increased
signiﬁcantly and some products have been sold out.

E-MAIL

gabriele.possetto@targetadv.eu
federico.terenzi@targetadv.eu

t a r g e t a d v. e u

Customer care
assistenza@targetadv.eu

